An emerging chalcogenide perovskite, CaZrSe 3 , holds promise for energy conversion applications given its notable optical and electrical properties. However, knowledge of its thermal properties is extremely important, e.g. for potential thermoelectric applications, and has not been previously reported in detail. In this work, we examine and explain the lattice thermal transport mechanisms in CaZrSe 3 using density functional theory and Boltzmann transport calculations. We find the mean relaxation time to be extremely short corroborating an enhanced phonon-phonon scattering that annihilates phonon modes, and lowers thermal conductivity. In addition, strong anharmonicity in the perovskite crystal represented by the Grüneisen parameter predictions, and low phonon number density for the acoustic modes, results in the lattice thermal conductivity to be limited to 1.17 W m −1 K −1 . The average phonon mean free path in the bulk CaZrSe 3 sample (N → ∞) is 138.1 nm and nanostructuring CaZrSe 3 sample to~10 nm diminishes the thermal conductivity to 0.23 W m −1 K −1 . We also find that p-type doping yields higher predictions of thermoelectric figure of merit than n-type doping, and values of ZT~0.95-1 are found for hole concentrations in the range 10 16 -10 17 cm −3 and temperature between 600 and 700 K.
INTRODUCTION
The search for thermoelectric (TE) materials with superior performance in energy conversion, a.k.a. figure of merit (ZT), that can compete against or be considered as alternates to traditional and commercially available materials such as CdTe and CuInSe 2 , 1-3 is still ongoing. During the related materials design and discovery process, a prime importance is placed on the lattice thermal conductance (LTC) that determines the transport of thermal energy through the solid because materials with high LTC yield poor thermoelectric performance i.e., ZT, compared to those with lower LTC. Consequently, efficient TE materials with high ZT ¼ S 2 σT κe þ κL performance require an optimization of both electrical and thermal properties. Here, S is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity, T is the temperature, κ e and κ L are electronic and phonon/lattice thermal conductivities, respectively. Materials with good TE properties are characterized with ZT ≥ 1 and typically should possess high S and σ values, but low κ e and κ L . The optimization is further complicated as κ e and σ are directly proportional through the Wiedemann-Franz law (κ e = LσT) where L is the temperature dependent Lorentz number. In order to boost ZT, materials with high power factor PF = S 2 σ are sought, by manipulating the charge carriers through tuning of effective mass by modifying the band gap as well as structural properties. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] This approach has led to the discovery of several high performing TE materials. [9] [10] [11] However, certain shortcomings can be noted in the stability of these materials, potential toxicity of certain elements in their composition, and wider applicability. Additionally, questions remain on whether we can further push the limits of ZT to higher values for environmentally friendly TE materials. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Chalcogenide perovskites have surfaced as potential candidates in this space. These materials have an ABX 3 crystal structure and possess good optical and electronic properties, conducive for promising TE performance. 5, 18 Recent efforts have shown that an emerging chalcogenide perovskite, CaZrSe 3 , possesses notable optical and electrical properties relevant for energy conversion applications. 19 Morelli and Slack 20 recently defined low κ L materials as those with κ L ≤ 50 W m −1 K −1 , while the rest are considered to possess high κ L . It was identified that for nonmetallic crystals, fundamental properties that contributed to lower κ L included weak interatomic bonded interactions, presence of heavy elements, structural complexity, and large Grüneisen parameters. 21 Here, we examine the phonon thermal transport mechanisms through CaZrSe 3 in its orthorhombic distorted perovskite phase. We employ first principles calculations and linearized Boltzmann transport equation to probe fundamental lattice transport properties such as phonon dispersion, phonon lifetimes, average Grüneisen parameter and phonon group velocities to understand their effect on LTC, and predict κ L and subsequently ZT for CaZrSe 3 . As discussed below in details, strong lattice anharmonicity, a high Debye temperature and short phonon lifetimes contribute to ultralow κ L and competitive ZT predictions for potential TE applications.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Phonon dispersion, density of states (DOS), and Debye temperature The predicted structure, lattice properties, formation energy, and electronic band dispersion for CaZrSe 3 are found elsewhere and not replicated here. 19, 22 The calculated phonon dispersion and DOS illustrated in Fig. 1a , b, respectively reveal that there are 60 phonon modes (3N, where N is 20 atoms per unit cell), while only three of those are acoustic modes (highlighted in Fig. 1a ). The highest calculated phonon frequency is~8.1 THz. The absence of negative frequency modes (in Fig. 1b ) corroborates that there are no dynamical instabilities in the CaZrSe 3 lattice structure. We find the highest frequency for the acoustic modes as 1.5 THz. There are no phonon band gaps between and within the acoustic and optical branches. Since there is strong coupling of the acoustic and optical modes, the latter are expected to marginally contribute to κ L . The three acoustic modes, i.e., longitudinal acoustic (LA), transverse acoustic (TA) and flexural mode (ZA) are highlighted (red) in the phonon dispersion in Fig. 1a . The LA mode exhibits the highest acoustic frequency of 1.5 THz along the Γ-Z direction. As the acoustic modes represent the combined translational motion of the unit cell, the frequency is directly related to the total atomic mass in the cell and Se atoms being the largest contributor to the acoustic modes, a larger contribution to the DOS at any frequency is expected because the weight is( mass) Se /(mass) unit-cell .
The phonon DOS shows that the greatest contribution to the acoustic modes is from the heavy Se atoms. The highest number of states for the phonons are noted at frequencies of~2.5 and 5.3 THz, predominantly due to heavy Se atoms. Consequently, the contribution of the optical modes to CaZrSe 3 LTC is primarily from Se atoms.
The variation of the average Grüneisen parameter (γ) with temperature, and the frequency dependence of the average phonon group velocities are displayed in Fig. 2a , b, respectively. The anharmonicity in the CaZrSe 3 crystal lattice (indicative of bonding strength in the crystal lattice) is characterized by the γ that is a function of volume and calculated as the change in the vibrational frequency of a given mode with respect to volume, i.e., . According to the model proposed by Slack for phonon transport in crystals, κ L is inversely proportional to γ. 21 Higher γ will yield low LTC for TE materials. We predict γ = 3.75 at 300 K, implying significant anharmonicity in the orthorhombic perovskite structure, and hence CaZrSe 3 should possess low κ L . The higher γ = 3.75 value is an indication of the strong Zr-Se bonds in the perovskite framework. A discussion on the electronic and structural properties of CaZrSe 3 is presented in a previous report. 22 The strong covalent nature of the Zr-Se bond in the perovskite framework that yields such high γ value is observed in the strong overlap of Zr-d and Se-p orbitals in the DOS plot of Fig. 1 . The highest phonon group velocities ( Fig. 2b ) in the acoustic region are~5400 m/s, which is almost double the highest phonon group velocities for the optical modes. By calculating the number of phonon modes at each frequency (a.k.a. phonon number density), each data point in Fig. 2b represents a phonon mode at a specific q-point. The anisotropic dependence of the phonon group velocities along the different crystal directions are discussed in the Supplementary document ( Fig. S1 ). Since the acoustic modes are the main contributors to the LTC of a crystal, the phonon number density in this region (<1.5 THz) is important in estimating κ L . As the phonon number density in the acoustic region is very low relative to the optical part, we qualitatively assert that CaZrSe 3 has a low κ L . In general, the acoustic phonon group velocities are higher than the optical phonon group velocities. The optical phonon dispersion in Fig. 1a shows relatively flat lines compared to the acoustic modes along the Γ-Z, Γ-X, and Γ-Y directions.
This observation is indicative of the low group velocities for the optical modes compared to the acoustic modes and the subsequent low contribution of the optical phonon modes to the LTC of CaZrSe 3 . The phonon group velocities show a slight variation in the acoustic region due to the anisotropic effect observed in the phonon dispersion at frequencies of <1.5 THz while it remains virtually the same in the optical region owing to the dispersive nature of the phonon modes in such region as can be seen in Fig. 1a .
The LTC is sensitive to the magnitude and frequency dependence of the relaxation time (τ) which is shown in Fig. 3 for T = 300 K. The phonon lifetime is obtained from anharmonic three phonon-phonon scattering mechanisms or Umklapp processes. The phonon modes can be classified into two groups, one within~1-3 THz and the other between~3-8 THz. The longest lifetime (~4 ps) calculated for the phonons is for the modes in the acoustic region. τ decreases with increasing frequency due to enhanced phonon scattering events. The rate of decrease of τ is reduced above 4 THz. This behavior occurs because at 4 THz, the phonon number density begins to increase (yellow background) which leads to high scattering rates. Increased scattering rate subsequently leads to phonon annihilation and eventual decrease in the lifetime rate of decay. The calculated average τ = 1.2 ps. Although the significant phonon modes with long lifetimes lie within 0-2 THz, there are sparse modes with further extended lifetimes occurring in the acoustic region (<1.5 THz). The relatively short mean τ indicates enhanced phonon-phonon scattering rates that leads to annihilation of many phonon modes, and subsequent lowering of the κ L .
The τ predictions agree with the phonon DOS ( Fig. 1b) where the highest peaks are centered around 5.5 THz with contributions predominantly from the heavy Se atoms. The corresponding regions in Fig. 3 (displayed with yellow background) possess the highest phonon number density that contributes to strong Umklapp and phonon-phonon scattering interactions to consequentially yield a low LTC. Hence, we expect CaZrSe 3 to have low lattice thermal conductivity. Although the optical branches contribute to the LTC, the effect of the coupling of the acoustic and optical modes (presented in Fig. 1 ) results in the lowest phonon lifetimes occurring in the optical region (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . The high phonon number density in that region subsequently impedes the LTC.
We estimate the Debye temperature from the heat capacity of CaZrSe 3 at the Dulong-Petit limit from Fig. 4 . We find Θ D~4 50 K implying that many phonon modes are inactive at lower temperatures which significantly inhibits the LTC in the crystal.
Lattice thermal conductivity and thermoelectric performance Figure 5 presents the variation of CaZrSe 3 k L as a function of temperature. We use the single-mode relaxation time approximation (RTA) method to estimate k L as it has been previously reported to predict suitably for low RTA materials compared to the full iterative solution. 23 There is minimal or no anisotropic effect in the thermal conductivity. The minor anisotropic effect is noted within a narrow region between 50 and 400 K, while the highest k L is predicted along the lattice a direction. There is a sharp decrease in k L with temperature from 10-100 K but the rate of decrease is lowered between 100 and 400 K. The k L eventually saturates at 400 K. The inset in Fig. 5 shows a magnified version to highlight the calculated k L at 300 K. The inset also reveals that the k L is highest along a lattice direction, followed by the b direction while the lowest values are obtained along the c direction. At 300 K, k L = 1.27 W/m K along a direction, 1.16 W/m K along the b direction and 1.08 W/m K along the c direction. On average, k L = 1.17 W/m K. The lower k L for CaZrSe 3 is commensurate with the strong anharmonicity in the crystal (high Grüneisen parameter) and the lower phonon number density in the acoustic region. Additionally, the shorter phonon lifetime that result in strong phonon-phonon interactions and scattering causes considerable reduction of k L .
We analyze the contributions of different phonon modes and the distance traveled by them to k L through the accumulated lattice thermal conductivity (κ a ). The predicted κ a is normalized against κ L and its dependence on frequency and phonon mean free path (MFP) is presented in Fig. 6a, b , respectively. At 300 K the calculated acoustic phonon modes (<1.5 THz) contribute~50% to the calculated k L , while the lower optical phonon modes (1.5-6 THz) contribute~45%. The higher optical modes contribute only 5% to κ a . Approximately 95% of the calculated LTC is from the delocalized low frequency modes while the higher optical modes contribute insignificantly to the LTC. As temperature increases, k a /k L decreases due to increased phonon-phonon interactions and higher scattering rates. From 300 to 500 K, the κ a is reduced by approximately one-half, with similar variations observed from 500 to 700 K, and from 700 to 900 K.
The variation of κ a against the phonon MFP in Fig. 6b is indicative of the effect of the CaZrSe 3 sample size. The size effect on the LTC is evaluated through summation of the contributions of all the phonon modes with MFP lower than the sample size. The phonon MFP is an effective tool for optimizing thermoelectric performance by reducing the thermal conductivity and potentially maintaining the electronic properties invariant. The LTC can be reduced by shrinking the system size, and shortening the phonon MFP. As such, Fig. 6b can facilitate optimizing the grain size of the CaZrSe 3 crystal and enhance the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT). The thermodynamic limit for the thermal carriers at 300 K is achieved at an MFP and an eventual crystal grain size of 138.1 nm. In the spirit of reducing LTC and improving ZT, nanostructuring CaZrSe 3 with 10 nm size crystals reduces the conductivity by~80% to 0.23 W/m.K and subsequently ZT is enhanced. Similar improvements are achievable at 500 K, 700 K and 900 K operating temperatures.
While a recent study 22 computed the ZT e (upper limit to the thermoelectric figure of merit) of CaZrSe 3 , this work calculates ZT with quantitative predictions of k L at different temperatures. Figure 7 reports the ZT at different carrier concentrations and temperatures for both p-type and n-type doping. Between carrier concentrations of 10 15 -10 17 cm −3 , the calculated ZT values for both p-and n-type doping remain fairly constant until 650 K and drastically decrease beyond that at 10 15 cm −3 carrier concentration. We corroborate that at lower carrier concentrations of 10 15 cm −3 , as the temperature increases, the electronic thermal conductivity (k e ) provides a higher contribution to ZT than the electrical conductivity and as temperature increases beyond 600 K, k e increases considerably leading to lower ZT values. Further discussions on the k L and electrical conductivity of CaZrSe 3 are available in our earlier work. 22 At 10 18 to 10 20 cm −3 , ZT increases with temperature for both p-type and n-type doping. At a higher carrier concentration of 10 21 cm −3 , the lowest ZT values are achieved and remain similar for p-type doping but with a hump between 300 and 600 K for n-type doping. For p-type doping the highest ZT (=1.004) is achieved at 10 15 cm −3 at 550 and 600 K, while for 10 16 cm −3 , ZT = 1.000 at 600 K. For n-type doping, the highest ZT predictions occur for concentrations of 10 15 -10 17 cm −3 while higher carrier concentrations result in low ZT. Trends in the calculated ZT values as observed for the p-type doping are also noted for the n-type doping. The highest ZT achieved for the ntype doping is 0.984 at 550 K at a carrier concentration of 10 15 cm −3 . The slightly higher ZT values for p-type doping than n-type doping is rooted in the higher carrier mobility for holes compared to electrons given that the latter possess relatively higher average effective masses. 24 Also, concentrations in the range of 10 17 cm −3 have been achieved in a related compound BaZrS 3 . Discussions on electronic properties and dispersion as well as the electronic contribution to ZT for CaZrSe 3 have been presented earlier. 22 The optimum ZT values can be observed at carrier concentrations of 10 15 -10 17 cm −3 which is consistent with the experimental measurement of 10 −17 cm −3 for BaZrS 3 . The high achievable ZT value indicates the high efficiency of CaZrSe 3 films in converting thermal energy to electricity, since the difference between the calculated phonon MFP and the lattice parameter of CaZrSe 3 is insignificant. In summary, we employ detailed first principles calculations to understand the fundamental lattice transport mechanisms in CaZrSe 3 and subsequently predict the lattice thermal conductivity (k L ) and the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT. The linearized Boltzmann transport equations are solved and the phonon group velocities, phonon lifetimes and average Grüneisen parameter. The calculated average Grüneisen parameter of 3.75 shows strong anharmonicity in CaZrSe 3 that contributes to low k L . A high Debye temperature of~450 K indicates that only few phonon modes are active at lower temperatures leading to lower lattice thermal conductivity. To further examine the transport properties, we find that the phonon number density is relatively low, albeit with high group velocities, in the acoustic region of the phonon spectra. Though the acoustic modes yield the highest finite phonon group velocities, the low number density of such modes lead to low lattice thermal conductivity of CaZrSe 3 as the modes have relatively longer MFP as well as low scattering rates. Additionally, short phonon lifetimes are calculated with the maximum to be~3.5 ps. The above parameters result in k L = 1.17 W m −1 K −1 at 300 K. Phonons within the frequency range of 0-3 THz contribute~80% to the LTC at 300 K, while acoustic phonons (<1.5 THz) contribute~50% to the same. We note an insignificant anisotropy in k L between 50 and 300 K, with k L being highest along the lattice a direction. Considerable anharmonicity in the crystal indicated by the high Grüneisen parameter, a high Debye temperature, a reduced phonon number density in the acoustic region, all contribute towards the ultralow thermal conductivity of CaZrSe 3 .
The calculated thermodynamic limit at which phonons travel before annihilation is 138.1 nm. By nanostructuring CaZrSe 3 at a scale of~10 nm, k L can be further reduced by~80% to attain 0.23 W m −1 K −1 , to potentially enhance ZT. We compute ZT for different carrier concentrations across different temperatures and find that the highest ZT values are achieved for p-type doping compared to n-type doping. Also, lower carrier concentrations yield relatively higher ZT values. For p-type doping, a ZT value of 1.004 is calculated at carrier concentration of 10 15 cm −3 and temperatures of 550 and 600 K. However, for n-type doping the highest ZT value of 0.984 is achieved at 550 K at a carrier concentration of 10 15 cm −3 . Since higher ZT is predicted for p-type doping compared to n-type doping, in designer CaZrSe 3 thermoelectrics, optimum performance will be achieved at lower carrier concentrations and for p-type doping rather than n-type.
METHODS

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
We use the projector augmented wave (PAW) 25 method in the framework of DFT as implemented in the VASP 26 code for all our first principles calculations. We utilize the PBEsol 27 functional for solids to relax the unit cell and atomic positions, as well as the Methfessel-Paxton 28 smearing scheme by setting the gamma parameter to 0.1 eV. An energy cutoff of 600 eV is employed for the planewaves expansion. In integrating the Brillouin zone, we use a Monkhorst-Pack 29 special grid sampling that yields a 7 × 5 × 7 k-points representing 123 irreducible number of sampling points for all the bulk calculations. In resolving the Kohn-Sham equations, we consider the self-consistent field procedure by setting energy changes for each cycle at 10 −4 eV as the convergence criterion between two successive iterations. The atomic forces are calculated by minimizing the total forces until the energy convergence is less than 10 −8 eV. Figure 8 illustrates the crystal structure and lattice directions for CaZrSe 3 in the orthorhombic distorted perovskite phase.
Phonon property predictions
The PHONOPY 30 code is utilized to calculate the phonon dispersion, phonon group velocities, phonon DOS and Grüneisen parameters via a q-point sampling mesh of 21 × 21 × 21. The linearized Boltzmann transport equations are solved under the single-mode RTA for calculating κ L through use of the PHONO3PY 31 code. Converged results are obtained by using a q-point sampling mesh of 13 × 13 × 13. The second-and third-order force constants are computed by the supercell approach and the finite displacement method with a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell (160 atoms) and a 2 × 1 × 2 supercell (80 atoms) of the unit cell, respectively. The γ parameter is derived from the thermal data by averaging over all phonon modes including the optical branches at all q-points.
Calculation of the third-order force constants is computationally very demanding. We use an interaction cutoff to reduce the number of force constant calculations as tens of thousands of third-order force constants are needed when all three-atom interactions are considered. An interaction distance of up to the fourth nearest neighbors for the three-atom interactions is utilized to reduce the number of force constant calculations to 1257. We apply a non-analytical term correction to the dynamical matrix required to handle the long range dipole-dipole interactions. [32] [33] [34] The Born effective charge tensors and the static dielectric constant tensors 24, [35] [36] [37] [38] are symmetrized by their space-group and point group operations. Finally, we obtain κ L ¼ 1
Here, N is the number of unit cells in the crystal, V o is the volume of the unit cell, v λ is the group velocity and τ λ is the relaxation time of the phonon mode λ, and C λ is the mode dependent heat capacity.
